Howe Flake Ice is Best for Poultry

Howe Rapid Freeze® ice flakers are used by poultry processors worldwide for rapid cooling applications and transportation.

Surface Contact Area
Howe flake ice has more surface contact area than any other form of ice.

Production capacity
Howe has models with production starting from 1/2 ton up to 10 tons of ice per day. (41 ~ 833 pounds per hour).

Cooling
Reduce the temperature of your product faster, comply with FDA requirements, and deliver the freshest products to the buyers. Depend on our Rapid Freeze® flakers to deliver the quality that you deserve and your customers demand.

Reliable Machines
Howe Rapid Freeze® ice flakers are designed to run under the most demanding conditions 24/7. Producing the required ice when you need it. No matter the quantity, Howe provides you with a diverse and inclusive set of machine sizes to tackle any project. Howe machines generate nearly 100% ice quality compared to only 80%

Contact us via email howeinfo@howecorp.com or visit our website howecorp.com for more information.
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